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The magnetic resonance of the NO molecule is observed using the 78-, 79-, and 119-pm
lines of the H20 laser as the radiation source. The resonances in three cases are due to
the ( II,q, J=12.5) —( II,q, J=12.5), ( II«, J=11.5) —('II,q, J=11.5), and ( II«, 8=12.5)—( II&/2 J=11.5) transitions, respectively. Most of them are magnetic dipole transitions, but
a few electric dipole transitions are also observed. It is found that the calculated g factors
gc2(11' ) gd2(11 ) = 0 0064~ get(11. 5) =g~l(11.5) =0. 0272, g~(12. 5) =F2(12.5) = —0.0092,
g, &(12. 5) =g„&(12.5) = 0. 0270, and the calculated A-doublet separations f~2(11.5) -f~z (12.5) =243
MHZ fcf (11. 5) -f&& (11. 5) = 4323 MHz, are cons istent with our experimental results. The
hyperfine structure and the second-order effects are also in agreement with theoretical values.
The average separation between the II3/2 and II~/~ states for a given J, which we cal)l XJ, is
found to be 126.4469+ 0. 0005 and 127.5786 + 0. 0005 cm for J= 11.5 and 12.5, respectively.
The conventional spin-orbit coupling constant is found to be 123.1580+0.0010 cm when J=12.5

or 11.5. IThe conventional spin-orbit coupling constant Ac, commonly referred to as A, is
given by& —~(J+2) +4y in our notation. ] The coupling constant ps for the S ~ N term is found to
be —0. 006+0. 002 cm ~.

I. INTRODUCTION

The II ground electronic state of nitric oxide is
split into g»2 and g3/p states by the spin-orbit
coupling with the II,/z state having the lower energy.
The end-over-end rotation mixes these two electronic
states, but since the rotation constant I3 is very
small compared to the spin-orbit coupling constant
A., the mixing effect is much smaller than in the
case of the OH free radical, which also is the
state. ' Since the electronic angular momentum in
the II»~ and 03/p states can be either along or op-
posite to the direction of the molecular axis, each
state is doubly degenerate. The degeneracy is
slightly removed due to the end-over-end rotation,
and the A doublet is formed. Thus, there are four
energy levels for a given total angular momentum
quantum number J.

Some energy levels in the vibrational ground
state of N' 0' are illustrated in Fig. 1 (Ref. 3).
Hall and Dowling observed infrared absorption due
to ~J= 1 transitions among each series of II,/2 and

H»z for J of 4. 5 up to 26. 5. In microwave spectro-
scopy similar transitions of J=0.5-1.5 and 1.5- 2. 5 are observed by Burrus and Gordy, ' Galla-
gher and Johnson, and Favero, Mirri, and Gordy. ~

Recently, Dymanus observed several transitions
among the A doublets by means of the molecular-
beam-resonance technique. Vibrational transitions
have been observed by James and Thibault' and
Keck and Hause, ' and they reported dependable

The four energy levels with a given J quantum
number have been discussed by Van Vleck, ~ and
Dousrnanis, Sanders, and Townes. '~ MM' and
Veseth took into account the centrifugal distor-
tion effects; to a good approximation MM's result'
can be written as

f„(J')= $d + t)d +-,'Xd + (Y'd/4xd),

fd2(~) hd Id + 2' (~j'/~Z)y

f„(J)= $, + I), ——,'x, —(1,/4X, ),

f„(J)= f, t), --,'x, +(1,/-4X, ), (1d)

where

t, =(a- P -D)(Z+-,')'-LI{Z+-,')'+ ~ ~,

values of the spin-orbit coupling constant A.
In this paper we report the first observations3 of

transitions from H»~ to II3/2 states detected by a
laser-magnetic-resonance technique. The energy
levels were Zeeman shifted into coincidence with
the 78-, 79-, and 119-pmlines of the H20 laser.
The technique is similar to the previous one we
used in investigating laser magnetic resonances
of the 02, "' OH, ' and CH' molecules.

The Zeeman effect of the J=O. 5-1.5 transition
has been studied by Mizushima, Cox, and Gordy, "
and some microwave magnetic resonances have
been observed by Beringer and Castle. '6

II. GENERAL THEORY
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FIG. 1. Rotational energy
levels of the NO molecule in
the ~&v=o state. The A dou-
blets are too small to be
shown in this scale except in
some high J states. hfs are
too small to be shown. Some
pure rotational transitions
are observed in microwave
and infrared spectroscopy,
and transitions within each A

doublet are observed in mo-
lecular beam spectroscopy.
Observed (Bef. 3) transitions
are indicated by arrows and
transitions reported in the
present paper are indicated
by double arrows.

,'(n+ ~)(Z—+-,') (~ + x)(—Z+-,')'+ ~ ~ ~,

X =(W'+4B' t(Z+-')'-1]P"

(2b)

(2c)

Y~ = —22~(o. +X)(J+—,')+ 6B~P(J+ —,') RJ+ —,')a —1].
(2d)

In (2c) and (2d) we note that

&~ =A —2B + P + —,'y —2(5 —2D)(J+ —')a+ ~ ~ ~ (3a)

Bg = B ——,
' p, ——,'o. —2D(J+-,')'+ ~ ~ ~ . (3b)

All molecular parameters are defined in MM. ~

The most important ones, A and I3, are the spin-
orbit coupling constant and the rotational constant,
respectively. The A-doublet splittings are given
by n and P, which correspond to p and q of Mulliken
and Christy. ~a Other parameters are expected to
be negligible for a rough estimation of energy
levels.

Formulas (1a) through (1d) give the energies of
the four levels with a given J. The energy levels
(c2) and. (d2) are close to each other and higher
than the other pair (cl) and (dl) by X~. In the case
of NO the (c2) and (d2) states reduce to II~&a states,
while the (c1) and (d1) states reduce to ail»a states,
if 8 is zero. The situation is opposite in the case
of the OH free radical. Since B«A in the present
case we can call the (c2) and (d2) states as all~~a
and the (c1) and (dl) states as all»a to a good approx-
imation.

James and Thibault and Hall and Dowling ob-
tained a value of 123.160 cm ', for the conventional
spin-orbit coupling constant A, while Keck and f,a(11.5) —f~2(11. 5) = 243 MHz, (5a)

Hause proposed another value 123.21 cm
Gallagher and Johnson, 6 Hall and Dowling, and
Keck and Hause' reported the values of I3 and D
as 1.695 79 and 5. 5&&10 cm ~, respectively. When
the larger value of A, is taken and all other param-
eters in (2c), except for B and D, are neglected,
we obtain

126.49 cm for J=11.5
127.61 cm ' for J=12.5 .

Since the 79- and 78-p. m lines of the H,O laser have
the wave numbers' ' of 126.4367 and 127.4808
cm ~, respectively, we see that the laser resonance
we observed by means of these lines are due to the

Q3/2 transitions at J= 11 ~ 5 and 12. 5, re-
spectively. Combining these theoretical values of
X~ with the observed wave number 42. 93 cm ~ for
the transition J=11.5-12.5 in the II3/z state, we
see that the transition (aII»a J= 12. 5)- (all~, aZ= ll. 5)
must appear at 84. 62 cm ~. Since the wave number
of the 119-p,m line of the H&O laser j.s ' 84. 32342
cm ' the resonance we observed using this line must
be due to the above transition. These assignments
are shown in Fig. 2.

For the A-doublet constants n and P Gallagher
and Johnson proposed the values 176.15 and 1.15
MHz, respectively. From the recent data by
Dymanus, however, we see that~ 178.05 and 1.421
MHz are more plausible values for these molecular
parameters. If we neglect 5, X, e, and z in (2b) and

(2d) we obtain the theoretical A-doublet splittings
as
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Cr = (1j2XJ )(AJ (a+b+c) A-~(b'+c')(J+ —,')3

—2H, b [(J+-,')'- 1]), (8c)

(8d)ter = [(J+—2)/4XJ ]A~d,

a= 7. 6, 5= 86. 2, c= —253. 5, d=112. 6,

b' +c' = —2. 252 MHz.

When these values are used in formulas (7) and

(8), we obtain

~,g= —36. 1, ~yp= —16.1, ~cg = 890,
(1Oa)

where a, b, c, and d are the coupling constants de-
fined by Frosch and Foley~4 and Dousmanis. 25 The
centrifugal distortion effect on b and c produces b'

and c' terms, respectively. Some values for a, b,
c, and d coupling constants were proposed by Dous-
manis, ' Mizushima, and Gallagher and Johnson,
but no combination of these a, b, c, and d can ex-
plain the recent data by Dymanus. It is found that
b'+c' term, which has been neglected so far,
is important~ in the case of this molecule, and when
this term is taken into account, the values of other
constants are changed drastically. The values
which fit the new and old data are

8„&=—555. 1 MHz for J= 11.5;
FIG. 2. Schematic energy level diagram and the

transitions observed by means of the laser magnetic
resonance method, The A doublets are exaggerated by
a factor of 10, and the hfs are exaggerated by a factor
of about 100.

f,i(11.5) —f~&(11.5) = 4030 MHz,

f,2(12. 5) —f~2(12. 5) = 306 MHZ,

f,i(12. 5) —fbi(12. 5) = 4323 MHz.

(5b)

(5c)

(5d)

The hyperfine structure (hfs) of N~4O is due to
the nitrogen nucleus which has spin one. The mag-
netic hfs in each state can be written as

F(F + 1) —d'(J'+ 1) —I(I+ 1)
2J(J+ 1)

(6)

where

8 2 ——8(+Q„+gx+g Y,

z2-~( —g+~x- ~Y~

+g —x-~Y
~X+ ~Yp

(7a)

(7b)

(7c)

(7d)

neglecting the second-order effect. In these formu-
las

g, 2= —23. 6, a„,=1.8,
(lob)

Qgg = —599.4 MHz for J =12.5.

g.m=g&(~)+g. (&)+g&(&)+g&(&),

g.~=gi(d) g.(d)+gx(d) --gr(~),

g 1 g ((~) +g (~) gx(d) gr(d)

gu~ =gg(d) -g, (~) gx(~) +g r(~—),

(11a)

(11b)

(11c)

(11d)

where, if the spin g factor is assumed as exactly
2 and smaller terms are all neglected,

(12a)

The electric quadrupole hfs of this molecule was
discussed by Mizushima, Lin and Mizushima,
and Gallagher and Johnson. This effect may con-
tribute up to 1 MHz to each hfs in the states of our
present interest. Due to inaccuracies in the mag-
netic hfs calculation resulting from a long-range
extrapolation, it was decided that a calculation of
the electric quadrupole hfs was not warranted for
our present purpose. The discussion of this effect
will be postponed to a later paper. ~~

The magnetic g factor of this type of molecules
has been discussed by Radford and Mizushima.
MM' showed that the g factor of each state can be
expressed as

tt, =a+-,'(b+c) ——,'(b'+c')(8+-,')',
~ „=—,'d(Z+-,'),

(8a)

(8b)
4(d+-.')

4J(J'+1) ' (12b)
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g»(J) = (SAJ —4B~ [(J+o) —1jP[2X~J(J+1)],
(12c)

AJ g(J+ g
4X J'(J+1) (12d)

where ( is a coupling constant defined by MM. ~

According to Mizushima, Cox, and Gordy"
)=0.003V for this molecule. We do not know much
about the value of g„, the contribution due to the

g&=0. 0104+g„, gx= —0. 01676 for J=11.5,

g, =0.0089+g„, g»= —0. 01808 for J'=12. 5, (13)

g„-g —P. P00075 for both cases.

The second-order effects are not negligible.
Complicated formulas shown in the Appendix give

end-over-end rotation, except that it is about 0. 001
in magnitude. In any case we obtain

A M 2XJ(J —M )t'2B 1 A 4A SM
X X Z X —4[BE) 4A 4Z BX BZ J )

' (14a)

M2 2X (Jo —Mo) f 2B 1 A. SMo

X X J X —4(BJ ), A 4J 8X J' (14b)

as good approximations for the second-order ef-
fects when J is large enough. In these formulas

is the external magnetic field and p~ is the Bohr
magneton which is 1.3995 MHz/G (1 gauss = 10 T).
For J= 11.5 and 12. 5 they give (when S is in kG)

@f&= (0. 496 —0.00349M ) SI' MHz
for J =11.5,

.~fz= —(0. 244+ 0.002 23M~) /8 2 MHz

(15a.)

~fo
= (0. 522 —0.002 94M') /8 ' MHz for J=12.5.

8fq = —(0. 294+ 0.001 43Mo) So MHz

(15b)

III. MAGNETIC AND ELECTRIC DIPOLE TRANSITIONS

Since the NO molecule has both electric and mag-
netic dipole moments, both electric and magnetic
dipole transitions are possible. The electric dipole
transition has a very small probability in this case,
because it is forbidden in the gf/p Q3/2 transition;
the transition is possible only through a small frac-
tional part of each wave function which gives the
mixing of g&/2 into II3/Q and vice versa. In addi-
tion, the magnitude of the electric dipole moment
is ' only 0. 158 Debye. Thus, it turns out that
most of the transitions we observe here are mag-
netic dipole transitions, but we also observe some
weak electric dipole transitions.

The probability ' of the magnetic dipole transi-
tion i' or the ( II»2~ JM)- ( II3/o~ JM) is

(,) 32vo)', [(J+-,')'-1]M'
3 If& (2 )' ' J'(J 1)'

(16a)
where v and co are the photon number and photon
frequency while coo is the molecular frequency of
the transition. The corresponding probability of
the electric dipole transition for the (211»2~JM)

( 113/ aJM) is (here the designations 2II»o and

IIS/o are only approximate)

(„) 32vo) (AB)o [(J+ —,))o —1]M3
3))heo(2c) X~ Ja(J+ 1)a o

(16b)
where p is the electric dipole moment. When we
take the known numbers for A, B, p, , and p.~, and
take X~=127 cm, we obtain

~&~&/P&e» = 21

as the ratio of the intensities of these transitions.
Since we use linearly polarized laser light we see

that when the magnetic transition is such that
4M =0 the electric transition obeys the selection
rule 6M=+1, and vice versa. For (J, M)-(J, M+1)
transitions, one should replace M in (16a) and/or
(16b) by —,'[J'(J+1) —M(M+1)]. Inthe case of J-J—1,
the M dependence of the transition probabilities is
known to be Jo —Ma for ~=0 and —,'[(JwM)(J+M

I, )] for aM=+1 transitions. These relations are
observed in the 119-p. m resonances.

IV. EXPERIMENT

The laser-magnetic-resonance spectrometer is
shown in Fig. 3. The laser oscillates between
mirrors C and D and is divided into two parts by
the dielectric beam splitter. The sample is in one
part and the active medium of the laser is in the
other. The beam splitter restricts the field of the
laser to linear polarization. A valve (not shown)
permits the connection of both sides for simultaneous
evacuation in order to protect the beam splitter.
The beam splitter can be rotated from the Brewster
angle to increase the coupling to the laser cavity.
Detector A was used to set the laser to the center
of the laser line, and detector JB fed the amplifier
synchronized with the modulation coil modulated
at 84 Hz. A 15-in. magnetwith 5—,'-in. Rose shimmed
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CHOPPER
MODULATION COIL

DETECTOR

~A
DIELECTRIC BEAM SPLITTER

where fja and fjj are the energies of the d2 and d2
states when z = 0, eo is the laser frequency which
is reported as 3. 821775 THz, and &f„a and &f„,
are the second-order effects we calculated in (15b).
Comparing (18) with (19) we obtain

SAMPLE TUBE

(5O-mm diam)

3,7 lYI

LASER DISCHARGE TUBE

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of the apparatus.

f„a(12.5) —fj&(12.5) = 0. 1369(A& —gja) + 3. 821 V V5 THz.

(20)
Each line of the second set is a triplet with

separation of 67+ 2 G. The corresponding hfs cou-
pling constant is

I
+ja Qjj I

=15 7(gjj gja) 6Hz (21)

pole tips was used; it permittedfieldsup to 23. 5kG.
Modulation amplitudes of 5, 10, or 16 G were used
depending on the linewidths of the NQ resonances.

The magnetic field strength at the center of cer-
tain lines were accurately measured with an NMR
gaussmeter and frequency counter. A correction
was made for the difference in field strength be-
tween the NMR location and the center of the sample
cell.

Standard golay cells were used as detectors at
84 Hz. Detector B received the full laser output
of a few milliwatts; no saturation of this detector
was observed apparently because the signal was
a small ac signal superposed on the large dc-laser-
output signal. Figure 4 shows the experimental
result.

j I ~ ~ j j j I f

,, Ual„. AI.S.U.t-.
I j j j 2

ajjj j j j j I I I I I I

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND THEIR INTERPRETATION

A. 78- pm Parallel Resonances

As explained before, the 78- pm resonances are
due to the transitions ( II«a J= 12. 5)- ( llj~a J=12.5).
When the magnetic component of the laser field is
parallel to the external magnetic field, the mag-
netic dipole transitions obey the selection rule~= 0 and the intensity is proportional to M~.

Two sets of resonances are observed. The first
set which starts at about 1.419 kG is due to the
cl-c2 (that is, all«a- alia~ac) transitions, and the
second set which starts at 7. 883 kG is due to the

dl - d2 transitions. The first set has a complicated
structure due to the overlapping and other interac-
tions between hfs component~, while in the second
set the hfs is completely decoupled and simply makes
each component a triplet.

The magnetic field of the central component
(M, = 0 component) of each triplet is measured
carefully for the second set. The resultant values
are given in Table I with their assignment. Lines
listed in the various tables are indicated in Fig. 4.
These resonance fields are reproduced by

M &8 = 97.88+ 0.0163$ a(1 —0. 001 85M ). (18)

It is easy to obtain

(Aj gja) PaMS =fja fjj —Ij&uo + (4fja 4fjz), (19)

p„ll p
==.=: .=.; U! U tl IUlnJll UUJll&~- —-- —--

I I j I I I

jjjl I j I j
4

5

p„J p,
juU ~

III

1

,i I, : I li ~4I'IU al!!i!.»Ul. !IjUIUjjI

I I gym

'"j~+UHEJIlja JUa-his jjjg~llj Ujl)j M. . ! Jjjj~llu» ~&. ,jj U, ULU. u- aUUJ~~
mnrr~na~UUN ~, ~~)~y ~U-~~ 6

j ~ ~ E

k
j I j j I

j ~ j U I j M 1 I I ~ I I I li. j l

KILOGAUSS ~ 5 20

7
8

j I

25

FIG. 4. Typical chart recorder traces of the laser
magnetic resonances of the NO molecule. The lower-
half of each trace is cutout to save space. The numbers
1-8 refer to tables where magnetic fields for the indi-
cated lines are tabulated.
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TABLE II. Resonance magnetic fields in kilogauss
for (d1 12.5 M) —(c2 12.5 M) electric transitions (M=O
components) .

CD
00 LQ

4
CD

LQ 00

CD

8.34 9. 07 9.98 11.07 12.43 14. 19

calc

12.5

8. 34

11.5

9. 0(

10.5

9. 95

9.5

11.02

8. 5

12.35

7 ~ 5

14.06

Uncertainty is +15 G.

= 0. 1456(gdl -g, 2)+ 3. 821775 THz. (26)

«l)

0

O
II

L CD
00 LQ LQ 00

4

L CD LQ L

O O

CD LQ CD CD

The triplet separation in this series is 68+ 2 G,
which gives

I (t42 (2dl
I

= 16.1(gdl -g, 2) GHz. (27)

The stronger series in the second set is due to
the magnetic dipole transitions (d1M)- (d2M +1),
and the resonance fields are given in Table III,
which also gives their assignment and the values
calculated by

M = 97.494+ 0. 0163 + 0. 25 , (28)

M =-,'(M" +M').

Corresponding to (19) we obtain

(gdl gd2)M( B fd2 fdl @+0

+(a, +b, a, —b,)8'-—(b, —b, )M'(8'

(29)

t2(gd2+gdl)( B (b2 1)

(30)
if M is defined by (29), and

&fd2= (a2+ b &42)&',

(2fdl ——(al+ blMdl) 82 2

Comparing (28) with (30) we obtain

gdl+gd2 0' 50(gdl gd2) '

(31a)

(31b)

(32)

The triplet separation in this series agrees with
Eq. (21). Equation (21) is found to be applicable
to this series also.

C. 79 - p, m Parallel Resonances

where the double sign means plus for M -M+ 1 and
minus for M- M —1 transitions, and M is the
average M value of the transition; namely, if the
transition is M" -M', then

M

0
~ W

~ M
M

Cd

V
~ M

Q

bO

6

LQ
4

LQ
4

0
M
M

bG0
A

M

Q
~ A

Q
~ W

Q

O

CC)

0

LQ LQ
L LQ LQ L

O 00 CD O

00
LQ

O O CD O

LQ
CD CD
CD

4

CD CD O CD

O

O CD
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The resonances at V9 pm are because of the
transitions similar to those at 78 pm except that
J= 11.5, instead of 12. 5. Here the spectrum looks
more complicated because the laser frequency is so
close to X~& 5 that two sets of resonances due to
(clM)- (c2M) and (d1M) (d2M), respectively,
overlap each other. Tab1es IV and V list these two
sets separately. Each line is made of a well-de-
fined triplet due to the hfs.
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FIG 6 Energy levels of the
4=11.5 states. The (c2) and (d2)
levels are shifted down by the fre-
quency of the 79-pm laser line. Only
hM =0 magnetic transitions are in-
dicated by dots.
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The M, = 0 components of (cl M)- (c2M) reso-
nances are fit by

MS = 33.497+ 0. 01731$ (1 —0. 001 70M ). (33)

while those of the (dlM)- (d2M) resonances are fit
by

M (8 = 46. 6391 + 0. Ol V3 + (1 —0. 001 VOM ), (34)

Calculated values of the resonance fields are also
h

' Tables IV and V. These formulas giveshown in a
(using the recently measured frequency o
laser line)

&
= —0. 04628(g„—g,2)+ 3. 7904VV THz (35)c2 cl

and

(36)

i
Q, 2

—8,& ~

= 22. 618(g,i —g, 2) GHz. (37)

fdic
= 0.065 2V(g—d, -gd2)+ 3. V904VV THzd2 dl

The signs of the first terms in the above formulas
are determine d theoretically from the corresponding
signs o e sef th second-order-effect terms in (33) an
(34).

The hfs of the (clM= 11.5)- (c2M==11.5& line is
measured care u y.f ll From the splitting of 112.43 G
we obtain

The splitting in the other transi ionitions dl M) - (d2M)
is observed to be 83 G, which gives

ad2 —~d, I
=16.8(gd, -g„) GHz. (38)

A large number of resonance 1'lines are observed
in the 79- p.m perpendicular case, bbut the spectrum
is so comp ica e1' t d that we did not attempt to mea-

anal zesure these resonance fields carefully nor ana yze
them.

D. 119- pm Parallel Resonances

F resonances, each of which
'is a triplet, are

M =0 com-observed. Table VI shows the observed MI =

yonents and the values calculated by

MS =163.5+0.01982(1 —0. 0026M ).

This formula gives

d2(11. 5) —f,q(12. 5) = 0. 2290[gcq(12. 5) -gd2( 11.5)]

+ 2. 52V 953 THz (40)

= 12. 5Mwhen they are interpreted as the (cl J=- d2 J= 11.5M) magnetic dipole transitions.
The hfs splitting is 111.001 G, which gives

gd2(11. 5) a„(12.5)
11.5 13.5

(c2 11.5 M) magnetic transitions (M& =0fields in kilogauss for (cl 11.5 M) cTABLE IV. Resonance magnetic fie s i
components) .

calc

2. 9037

—11.5

2. 9030

3.175

—10.5

3. 177

3.5067

—9. 5

3.5070

3.915

—8. 5

3.913

4. 425

—7.5

4. 426

5, 092

—6. 5

5. 089

5. 980

—5. 5

5. 984

7.235

—4. 5

7.25

9.15

—3.5

9, 17

~ ~

Uncertainty is about +3 in the last digits.
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TABLE V. Resonance magnetic fields in kilogauss (dl 11.5 M) (d2 11.5 M) magnetic transitions (MI =0
components) .

~ canc

4. 075

11.5

4. 075

4. 4686

10.5

4. 4687

4. 96

9.5

4. 95

5.5421

8. 5

5. 5420

6.3019

7. 5

6.3017

7.309

6. 5

7.308

8. 705

5, 5

8. 707

10 805

4. 5

10. 80

Vncertainty is about+3 in the last digits.

= 1.9416[g,i(12. 5) -g„a(11.5)] GHz.

E. 119- pm Perpendicular Resonances

(41) +2. 527953 THz. (45)

From the hfs splitting of this triplet we obtain

M=162. 2+0. 019 +0.311, (42)

where M is defined by (29) and only the lower sign
of the double sign is used in Table VII. Comparing
this result with a formula similar to (30) we obtain

g,q(12. 5) +g~2(11. 5) = 0. 622[g, q (12. 5) -g~g(11. 5)).
(43)

The hfs splitting of this series is the same as (41).
Qne triplet at 21. 55, 21.63, and 21. 72 ko does

not fit in the series given by (42), and is inter-

preted as the (dl J= 12. 5M= 12. 5)- (c2J= 11.5M
= 11.5) transition, where (8=21.63, M= 12, 5.
There must be a corresponding resonance at about
22. 5 kG in the parallel case due to (dl J= 12. 5M
= 11.5)- (c2J = 11.5M = 11.5) if this interpretation
is correct. The resonance, however, was not
found, probably because the intensity is low [the
intensity of (JM)- (J —1M) transition is propor-
tional to J —M ] and because the experimental
sensitivity is decreased due to increasing mag-
netic field inhomogeneity at high fields. With this
interpretation we obtain

MS = 262. 9+ 0. 01983(l —0. 0026M ), (44)

where the second- order -effec t terms are assumed
to be the same as (39). From (44) we obtain

All observed resonances, which are listed in
Table VII, are the (cl J= 12. 5M)- (d2J= 11.5M —1)
transitions. The other series M- M+1 is ex-
pected to be of much lower intensity and was not
observed. Table VII also gives calculated values
from

n„(11.5) a„,(12. 5)
11.5 13.5

= 1.49[g~q(12. 5) -g,z(11.5)] GHz.

VI. g FACTORS AND ENERGY LEVELS

(46)

The g factors are given in (11) and (12), and their
values for J= 11.5 and 12. 5 are estimated in (13).
Since g„and g1 are expected to be very small we
can assume that

gg2 gag = gcp gal =gd2 g 1 = gtd2 gdl = 2g»
(47)

hold within the accuracy of 1'//q.

The energy differences in the 8=12. 5 states are
given by (20), (23), (24), and (26) in terms of the

g factors. We notice that (20) + (23) = (24) + (26)
should hold among these equations, and we actually
see that this relation holds within the accuracy of
about 0. 5%, which indicates the experimental ac-
curacy of energy levels that we are going to eval-
uate now. We cannot reduce this inaccuracy even
when g„and g~ are included.

In Sec. II we have estimated the values of the

g factors and the energy levels. We have reasons
to believe that the estimated values of g~ have
better accuracy than those of the energy levels.
Therefore, we assume that (13) is correct and
evaluate the energy levels from our experimental
data. Thus, from (20), (23), (24), and (26), we
obtain

f,z(12. 5) —f„2(12.5) = 2R&z ~+ (Y&z ~/2X&2, )

= —(0. 0170+ 0. 0003)g» THz

f, (11.5) -f (12. 5) = 0. 3679[g„(12.5) -g, (11.5)] = 307 + 5 MHz, (46)

TABLE VI. Resonance magnetic fields in kilogauss
for (c1 J= 12.5 M) —(d2 J= 11.5 M) magnetic transitions.
(Ml = 0 components).

TABLE VII. Resonance magnetic fields in kilogauss
for (cl J=12.5 M) (d2 J=11.5 M —1) magnetic transitions
(MI ——0 components).

14.44 15.895 17.69 19.975 23. 05

ll. 5

14.44

10.5

15.90

9.5 8. 5

17.70 19.98

7. 5

22. 98 calc

13.464 14.713 16.226 18.099 20.51 23. 74

12.5 11,5 10.5 9.5 8.5 7.5

13.463 14.712 16.226 18.099 20. 49 23.65
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f,s(12. 5) —fn(12. 5) = 2qfa 5 (ru. ,/2X». ,)
= —(0 2400+ 0 0003)g» THz

= 4340+ 20 MHz, (49)

"'"'"--'""'"= 64 9MH."'11.5
—

13.5

-49 8MH11.5 13.5

(58e)

X» &
= —(0. 1624 + 0. 0003)g» + 3.821 775 THz

= 3.824711 THz +15 MHz

= 127. 5786 + 0.0005 cm (eo)

for the J= 12. 5 states. We see that (48) and (49)
agree well with our predictions (5c) and (5d). The
value of X~~ ~ obtained here is slightly different
from the predicted value in (4) indicating that A
must be slightly less than the previously accepted
value of Keck and Hause.

From the 79- p, m resonances we obtain

f,z(11.5) —f,&(11.5) = S. 790 4V7 —0. 001 566 THz

(51)

which are obtained from (21), (2V), (SV), (41), and

(46), respectively. These values agree with the
predicted va.lues obtained. from (10a) and (lob)
within 15%, which is within the accuracy of the

predicted values.
The two relations (32) and (43) between the

g factors are obeyed by the values given in (13)
within 0. 5%, when g„ is neglected.

The second-order-effect terms given in (18),
(25), (33), (34), (39), (40), and (42) all agree with
the theoretical values given in (15a) and (15b)
within 10%. In these formulas the coefficients of
the M2~$ terms are taken in such a way that their
ratios to the corresponding ~ terms agree with
theory.

f„z(11.5) —f~z(11. 5) = 3. 790 47V+ 0. 002 180 THz

(52)
from (13), (35), and (36). Therefore, we find

VII. SPIN-ORBIT COUPLING CONSTANT

If we assume that

Bgg g=Bga 5= (B) B p Q 300D (59)
X]f 5 Se 790784 THz+ 15 MHz

= 126.4469+ 0. 0005 cm (5S) A„,=A», =&A&=A-2B+P+-,'y -300(6-2D),
This value of X~/ 5 is again smaller than the pre-
dicted one given in (4).

From (52) and (53) we obtain

f,~(11.5) f~a(11—5) —[f,.~(11.5) —f„~(11.5)]

= —3746 + 20 MHz, (54)

which is in fair agreement with the predicted values
(5a) and (5b).

From the 119-p, m resonances we obtain

f~q(11. 5) —f,i(12. 5) = 2. 527 9540+ 0. 007 65 THz

(55)
and

f&(11.5) —f„&(12.5) = 2. 527 9540+ 0. 012 29 THz.

(56)

The difference

f~~(12. 5) —f~g(12. 5)+f~p(11. 5) —f&2(11. 5) = 4638 MHz

(57)
is to be compared with the predicted value 4566
MHz given by (5a) and (ed).

The hfs coupling constants obtained by assuming
the g factors of (13) are

~

~„(12.5) —@gg(12 5)
~

= 568 M«, (58a)

~

+,~(12. 5) —+~~ (12.5)
~

= 583 MHz, (58b)

~~,2(11.5) —&„(11.5)
~

= 758 MHz, (58c)

~&gg(11 5) —&g](11 5)
~

=563 MHz, (58d)

(eo)
then we can obtain the values of (B)and (A) from
(2c), (50), and (53). Thus,

(B)= 1.6955 + 0. 001 cm (61)

and

(A) = 119.7682 + 0. 001 cm ~.

If we take the accepted values, 8=1.69579 cm '
and D = 5. 5&10 cm, we see that

B- 2D(J+ ,') = 1.6942 c—m ' for 8= 11.5 and 12. 5,
(63)

which is in fair agreement with (61). On the other
hand we know that cv = 0. 006 cm ~. Therefore,
from (3b) we obtain

A —3006 + —,'y = (A) + 2B —600D —6

= 123.1580+0. 001 cm (65)

The value of y cannot be obtained from experiment,
but may be estimated~ as

y a aa/8 = 0.90 cm ~.

Thus, we find

0 g( = —o') = —0. 006 + 0. 002 cm '.
This value might be compared with 0. 008 cm ~ for
the Oz molecule. '

From (Sa) we obtain
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A —3005=122.93 cm '. (67)

In order to know A. itself we have to find 6 by mea-
suring X~ in other rotational states with high ac-
curacy.

In less-accurate conventional theories the quan-
tity given in (65) is called the spin-orbit coupling
constant. We see that the value given in (65) agrees
with the older value obtained by James and Thi-
bault and Hall and Dowling, and is somewhat

smaller than the more recent value proposed by
Keck and Hause. ' In any case, since the transi-
tion frequencies we observed are the most sensi-
tive to the value of the coupling constant, we
believe the value given in (65) is more accurate
than any previously reported values.
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When we define

we obtain

APPENDIX: SECONDARDER EFFECTS

I= Pe e (2S + L) (A1)

'uM
~

X]'1 (A2)

(* 2JM ]70
]

', 1J+ 1M) = [(J+1) —M']"'I- -'4'[(J+ 1)'- 2(J+1)+ 0. 75P" —4AB{f(J+l. 5)' —1][(J+1)'-2. 25]]"'

+22'{[(J+-,')' —l][(J+1.5)s-l][(J+1) +2(J+1)+0.75P"}

x(XJX~,&(J+1)[4(8~1)&—1]&i }&pe{[], (A3)

('2JM ]ve] 1J—1M) = (J —M ) I--,'A (J + 2J+0 75) —4AB{[(J——') —1](J —2. 25)]

+VBs{[(J+-,')s-1]f(J- —,')'-l](J'-2J+O. VS)]a"]} fX, ,X,J(4J'-1)"'I'Os as, (A4)

('2JM
]

se ],2J —1M) = (J —M a)ass Isks(Ja —2. 25)ass -AB{[(Ja—')a —1]ass(Ja —2J+ D 75)"a

+ f(J--')' —1]"'(J'+2J+ 0 vs)"']}[xx J(4J'- ()"'] ')a ts (As)

= [(J+1)'-M'I"'I2A'[(4+1)'- 2. 25]'" —»{[(J+-)'-ll' '[(0+1)'+ 2(J+1) + O. VS]a '

+[(J+1.5) —1]a [(J+1) —2(J+1)+0.75]s '[}{x,axa(J+1)[4(Ja() —ll"']')asB (As)

Q1JM ~'lc
i

1J-1M& =AB(J —M )"'([(J+-')'-1]'"(J+28+0. 75)i"

+ [(J-—,')~ —1]ii~(J~—2J'+0. 75)~i~] [XJXJ iJ(4J —1)ii~] ~g~ @, (A7)
&;1ZM ~X i,'1m+1M&

=Ax[(J+1)'-M']'"I[(J+-')'-1]'"{(0+1)'—2(J+1)+0.75]"' +[(J+ 1 5) 1]

a: [(J+1)'+2(J+1)ao 75]"'}{X...X (Ja()[4(J+()'-1]"]'0 as

In these formulas we find

A =A —28.

(A6)i

(A9)
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Plugging these matrix elements in the standard
second-order perturbation formula we obtain the

second-order-effect terms. When J is large the
result reduces to (14a) and (14b).
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